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Each year the Scottish Poetry Library invites an 
independent editor to select the best Scottish poems 
from the previous year.  It is in no way a competition – 
the selected poems will have been picked from the work 
of Scottish writers that have appeared already in books, 
pamphlets of literary magazines. In sampling the range 
and achievements of our poets the editor looks at the 
language, forms and concerns of the authors.  The editor 
for the latest edition for the Best Scottish Poems of 2017 
was Roddy Woomble.  Two Tyne and Esk Writers – Anne 
Shivas and Colin Will – had their work chosen for this on-
line anthology.  Their selected work is seen here!

AN OLD WOMAN COOKING EGGS
(after the painting by Diego Velazquez)

That’s me in the painting.  

My face smooth and brow clear, 

for I do not worry over

what I cannot see.  My

hands rough with

washing, scrubbing,

rubbing, my arms strong

from carrying children,

water, melons.

Do you see how I fry eggs?

I gently nudge and push that 

soft translucent smear

to move the whitening mass,

feel how they are done.

On the table beside garlic sit

stinging peppers that burn my eyes,

milk in jugs worn soft by hands.

That’s my grandson.

They say he has a shadow

across his brow, looks always to the side

as if, if he could turn his head

a little bit further, he might see

what troubles him.

I know the steadiness of his arm,

the even sound of his step.

My hands know his smooth moon face.

Anne Shivas

 from Whit Grace (2017, Word Poetry)

The Unexpected Birthday 
     Present       Jules Riley
Sunny Summer Sunday in
    the Garden   Kenny Gilchrist
A Negotiation with Death Annemarie Allan
Bootifull!   Jean Stirling
Rudolph and the Northern 
 Lights   Robert Blyth
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OUR PLACE
To Jane

Day dawns with a wind from the west 
and clouds that sit halfway down the hill. 
How long, my dear, have we known this place? 
Let’s say more than fifty years, to be safe, 
fifty years, five decades, six hundred months plus, 
and the weeks and the days and the hours 
must accrue uncounted, for calculation 
adds little to the balance of life’s experience.

Things seen and done add to memory, 
are shuffled like cards in a pack, 
come to the top in ways we can’t determine. 
Remember this then: that here we stand, 
together, once and fifty times, and this remains.

Colin Will

FEEDING DUTY
Graham Leake

A starving cat? On my watch? Not if I could help it.
Our neighbours were abroad to celebrate the 80th 

birthday of a parent. We had quite happily taken on 
the role of cat feeders – we like cats. They gave us a key 
and told us where to find food, and what times the cat 
normally ate. Fine. We’d done this several times before. 
But, crossing the landing for the first feed, we found that 
the key was for the stair not the flat. There was simply no 
way to get in. And our friends were, by now, in Germany!

There was a cat door which, under normal circumstances, 
would allow the cat to find his way to the back green. 
However, there had been problems. A new cat on the block 
was very aggressive towards him, so he would retreat to 
the stair rather than stay in danger. (I sympathise – I don’t 
like fights either.) I won’t go into the inevitable occasional 
result. Now his cat door was locked and his life was, you 
might say, self-contained for the time being. 

Did anyone in the region have a key? I phoned the 
neighbour’s mobile and told him of the situation. He was 
embarrassed. How could he have made such a mistake? 
But, yes there was someone – at some distance – who had 
a key, but we could not be sure when it might be brought 
to us. Meanwhile, we could hear the cat’s plaintive meows 
behind the door. Could we drop some dry pellets through 
the letterbox meantime?

Just pouring his food through the door would be messy. 
There must be a better way. And as they say: ‘Necessity is 
the mother of invention’. 

I found a cardboard tube about 30 centimetres long, 
looped string round each end and inserted a cap at one 
of them. We poured pellets into the tube, I pushed it 
through the letterbox and let it down with the string at 
the open end. Then I pulled the other string to make a tidy 
heap of the food. The tube was then withdrawn. This was 
repeated at appropriate times until we received a key. 

Once the door was opened, the cat appeared and 
looked at the heap of dry food with obvious disdain. He’d 
eaten practically nothing; probably they were not his kind 
of pellets  – cats are so fussy! But it was good to know that 
he wouldn’t – ultimately – have starved. 

When I talked later to our neighbour, I suggested that 
for my ingenious device to save the cat from starvation he 
could nominate me for the Nobel Puss Prize. He seemed 
amused, he didn’t say ‘No’ – but I’m still waiting to hear 
from Sweden.

EMPTY WORDS IN BLANK VERSE
Lorna Dixon

Et tu Brute were Caesar’s final words
Or so we’re told by William Shakespeare who
By twisting what he actually said
Continued in that fine tradition which
All bards have used to make words fit the foot.
How many other quotes apocryphal
Have mindlessly passed down from mouth to mouth?
No point in planning now your final words
You cannot know what deed may cue your speech,
Anticipate the hour that fate decrees. 

But what of musing on your epitaph?
Reflecting on what others think of you?
Remember what they say is merely words.
Did Caesar say those words in injured love?
In disappointment or in accusation?
Who knows?  The actor playing Julius
Can speak them in a hundred different ways
(Assuming that his Director agrees!)

But whatsoever people say of us
When we have exited this stage of fools
May not reflect what they hold in their hearts.
The good is oft displayed in loud oration
The evil lies unburied in their hurts. 
How often do our words belie our thoughts
When truth seems not the honourable way? 
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IF I HAD A WISH
George Masterton

She lay there naked in her bath, the blood from her 
slashed wrists colouring the water vermillion. Her right 
arm hanging over its edge, forefinger pointing towards the 
floor where a large pool of congealing blood was splattered 
across the tiled surface. Staring into the unknown, seeing 
all but seeing nothing, not even the Grim Reaper who 
with dignity, gracefully accepted her soul before taking 
a step backwards, bowing and with a shake of his head 
displayed despair at such an untimely death of so young 
and so beautiful a woman before taking his leave. I for my 
part, was waiting on the migration of that final obstinate 
droplet of blood now stubbornly suspended from her 
finger.  Only the surface tension of that life supporting 
fluid was holding it together until gravity finally overcame 
resistance and it made its way towards the floor, gyrating 
as if propelled by some pseudopodium before exploding 
upon impact . . . ‘fllaaap’. My work for now is over, but I 
shall return to be present when they remove her because 
I am sound . . . the sound of a liquid droplet.

I am no voyeur, I have my duty to perform. I make no 
judgements, no comments, do not sympathise because I 
have no feelings of my own, mine’s is a lonely but essential 
existence. My analysis of any given situation is faster 
than light, my sound matching all scenarios whether in a 
cavern or any other place, combining the acoustics with 
the impact of the droplet in whatever medium, pitch 
perfect every time. Frequency, modulation, how far I will 
travel, is all calculated.  I am everywhere yet nowhere, but 
I am not an enigma, I am pure, having no peers, no one to 
dictate; a free spirit, committed to my duty whatever or 
wherever I am required. I do not mislead nor do I ignore 
any situation. My only sadness is those for those who are 
unable to hear my voice, unable to appreciate any form of 
sound at all, my sympathies go out to them.

I am happy with my lot, but if I had a wish?  I wish I 
was . . . a snowflake, not an angry sort blown by the 
wind, but a gentle one where I could freely change my 
shape according to conditions. Floating gently, forming a 
blanket of white, settling to give surprise and pleasure to 
all, providing the most pleasing of sights, that of a winter 
wonderland whilst taking solace for my contribution to 
the most thunderous sound of all… that of silence.

REGRET
Elaine Webster

That delicious breeze
Might just help you to recall
That fine summer past
Before Cold Heart cast a spell
That just froze love for us all.

MORE THAN TWO DOWN
Martin White

“Two down. ‘Fortune made by nuclear scientist.’ Six 
letters and four letters.”

“That’s too easy. ‘Atomic Pile.’”
“Okay, I’ve had enough of the crossword for this 

lunchtime, let’s try something different.”
Most days Joe and Sue met for lunch, a sandwich and 

a cup of coffee. Joe worked in Westminster Abbey. Sue 
worked in St Thomas Hospital on the other side of the 
river. Westminster Bridge was their lunchtime link. They 
had a set pattern. They ate then played then drank.

“Let’s spot a couple and imagine what they are saying,” 
said Joe.

“Good idea. How about those two over there? He’s 
standing in front of the bench, and she’s sitting looking 
gloomy.”

“They’ll be talking about money then,” said Joe, “that’s 
always a show-stopper”.

“Or maybe she had a row at work, and he’s telling her 
what to do about it,” suggested Sue.

“It is certainly a heated debate now; lots of hand waving 
going on.”

“Maybe they can’t agree about a visit by his in-laws”.

On the bench sat Ludmilla. Igor was her handler. He had 
brought the second part with him, and is explaining to her 
what she must do. 

“You must leave immediately, and wash your hands 
straight away. So leave it near a washroom. You’ll have 
at most five minutes to get out of the building, and no 
more than 15 to get on the tube and as far away as quickly 
as possible. Take the train north and get the ferry from 
Newcastle. It will take the authorities at least 24 hours 
before they realise what has happened.”

“But my life is here now. I have a boy-friend here.”
“You knew this would come at some time. It was just a 

matter of when. You’ve been well paid. And you’ll be well 
paid back home when you return. Are you clear what you 
must now do.”

“Yes, I suppose so. I’m just in shock; that is all.”
“Take this. When you screw the two tins together, the 

reaction will start. Are you ready?”
“Yes, comrade. I know it must be done. You can rely on 

me.”

“See Sue, he has handed her a present.”
“Now they’re holding each other. Then he has gone 

west and she east towards the bridge.”
“Isn’t it sweet to see people so fond of each other?”
“Yes, that has made my day. But talking of parting, we 

better get back.”
“Yes, it’s coming up to ten to now. I’ll see you tomorrow, 

I hope.”
“Yes, me too.”
They parted, looking back at each other fondly. They 

halted a moment, for a longer last glance.
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THE TRAIN NOW STANDING . . .
Paul Duffney

Hello – Good afternoon . . .  I . . .  I just . . . Hello? . . .  I 
wondered who one complains to about train punctuality.

Oh, my train wasn’t late. Your two-thirty-one train 
left two minutes early – at two-twenty-nine:  I was left 
standing you see . . .

Au contraire – it left at two-twenty-nine precisely – I 
checked this watch by the pips this morning.

Well, if this is the wrong place to complain, why are you 
wasting my time . . . Oh . . . she’s gone!

I wonder what place I have wandered into by mistake.    
Oh, this must be where they make announcements.  Well 
. . . let’s see . . .  The microphone must only work while the 
button is pressed down like . . . THIS.

Yes, that’s coming through loud and clear . . .
. . . IS AN ANNOUNCEMENT – THE TWO THIRTY-ONE 

TRAIN LEFT AT TWO TWENTY-NINE.
THIS WAS A MISTAKE ON THE PART OF THE RAILWAY 

COMPANY.
ANYONE WHO MISSED THE TWO-THIRTY-ONE TRAIN IS 

ADVISED TO SEEK COMPENSATION AT THE TICKET OFFICE
That wasn’t too bad.  I could do this for a living.
PASSENGERS PLEASE NOTE THAT ANY TRAIN FROM THIS 

STATION IS LIABLE TO LEAVE THE PLATFORM WHENEVER 
THE DRIVER PLEASES.

Ha ha! Those guards at the ticket barrier are looking 
puzzled. They’re scratching their heads now.

A MESSAGE FOR LOCOMOTIVE ENTHUSIASTS PRESENTLY 
TAKING TRAIN NUMBERS AT PLATFORM TWO . . .   GET  –  
A  –  LIFE  –   REPEAT  –   GET  –  A  –  LIFE . . .

This is actually making up for my being late for my tea.   
Hee hee!

Stop that! . . . Get your hands off me . . . This is assault!
Call yourself a policeman – why you’re just a thug!  No, I 

will not stand away from the microphone . . .
WARNING TO ALL PASSENGERS. YOU ARE LIVING IN A 

POLICE STATE.
BEWARE – YOUR LIVES ARE NOT YOUR OWN. OUCH!  

POLICE BRUTALITY!  WITNESSES PLEASE!

IN THE BOX
Jane Patmore

My nephew was five-years-old when his grandmother 
died. He had spent a lot of time with his grandparents, 
and despite Granny being wheelchair bound for many 
years, they’d looked after him often, and it seemed that 
he was close to them both.

My sister struggled with what to say about death. How 
do you explain such a thing to a young child who has no 

concept of life, eternity, or the myriad of disease and 
sickness in-between? Advice from all quarters was sought 
and somehow my sister managed to convey the gravitas 
of what had occurred, whilst simultaneously providing 
assurance that no-one else in my nephew’s close circle 
was likely to ‘go to sleep’ and not wake up again.

But then came a bigger question: what about the 
funeral? Some said that it was no place for a child; others, 
that it would be psychologically damaging to exclude 
him from the event; whilst a third group advocated 
asking the child what he wanted. My sister opted for 
the middle ground and asked my nephew. He was clear. 
He understood that Granny had been ill; he seemed to 
understand that she wasn’t moving or breathing, that her 
heart wasn’t beating, that her blood wasn’t going around 
her body; he wanted to be there to say goodbye.

I think my sister was as clear as she could be. She 
explained that people would be sad, and that some 
people might cry. She said that Granny’s body would be 
in the coffin but that no-one would be able to see her or 
speak to her, and that the coffin and the body would be 
going away. She emphasised the need for everyone to be 
quiet. And she reassured my nephew that if he had any 
questions, any questions at all, he should ask.

On the day of the funeral my nephew took his place next 
to his Mum. There was a colouring book and a favourite 
toy to provide comfort and distraction. The hearse 
arrived, the mourners took their seats, and a sombre 
silence descended.

A voice piped up in hushed semi-whispered tones: 
“Mum! Mum!”

“Yes?”
“Mum, you said that Granny’s body was in the coffin . . .”
“Yes, it is.”
“But Mum, if her BODY is in the coffin, what have they 

done with her arms and legs? And where have they put 
her head?”

THE UNEXPECTED BIRTHDAY PRESENT
Jules A Riley 

There was a lot of commotion in the apartment. It was 
the middle of the night and I was woken from a dream 
about tortoises. We sort of owned a tortoise, inherited 
with the apartment. It lived in the garden and always 
hissed at me should I get too near. I didn’t take to that 
tortoise. The dream as I recall, was of its demise.

Peeking around the bedroom door I watched Father 
talking excitedly on the phone. Then, my sleep disturbed 
again by the arrival of the stern doctor who had once 
removed my tonsils and was not someone I wanted to 
meet again. He was accompanied by a starched-face nurse 
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in a stiff uniform that crackled as she scurried hither and 
thither. I had no idea what was going on and retreated 
under the bed covers.

In the morning the nurse still scurried about, and when 
I got too close to my parent’s bedroom, from which I 
could hear Mother shouting in Flemish, the nurse shooed 
me away. I was concerned about Mother as she only 
expressed herself in Flemish when something wasn’t 
right. If she had shouted in French, her preferred tongue, 
it would have been fine. 

Later in the day having spent several hours in 
Grandmother’s apartment I was told that Mother had a 
surprise for me. It was coming up to my sixth birthday just 
a month away, so I couldn’t wait to get back home.

I was led into my parent’s bedroom, a sacrosanct place 
from which I was normally excluded. Mother was propped 
up by several pillows in the large ornately-carved bed and 
holding in her arms what at first seemed like a bundle of 
laced material. As I drew near I noticed that the bundle 
moved.

“Look,” smiled Mother, “say hello to your brother.” At 
that she loosened the swaddling to reveal a small child 
with a wizened face. 

Despite my parents harping on about a baby brother for 
months and Mother’s tummy getting as large as a balloon 
ready to burst, and the daily references to there being a 
baby in Mother’s tummy, the sudden appearance of this 
brother came as a surprise. If this was an early birthday 
present it was disappointing, for I had asked for a train 
set. 

During the following few weeks I watched the new 
addition to the family with both fascination and 
annoyance. It didn’t speak but dribbled a lot. At night it 
disturbed my sleep and smelt terrible should I get too 
close. The train set never materialized.

My brother grew on me. A short while after his arrival 
we moved to a new home in England. A move that took 
me by surprise and an upsetting time. The presence of 
my brother made this disruption bearable. He became 
my centre of attention as I went from a six-year-old boy 
familiar with the cobbled streets of Brussels, to one 
confused and wondering why he lived in a cul-de-sac 
where none of the children understood a word he spoke 
and he them. 

Though I settled in our new home and soon learnt the 
language, I still wonder how different life would have 
been had that move not occurred.

SUNNY SUMMER SUNDAY IN THE GARDEN 
Kenny Gilchrist

The shifting tones and patterns, 
as the seasons change,
out of hibernation and the cold
of winter, to the brilliant summer, 
when the sun shone for days
on end and the grass was crackle dry.
We danced in the light, oh what 
heavenly times,
the flower bed with soft blues 
and sexy pinks more beautiful
than the finest antique Persian
rug.  The scent, the breeze, the 
feel.

The garden on a sunny summer 
Sunday, an escape from the
routines of daily life, a means of 
reconnecting with nature and a 
million miles away from the 
dreaded office and the blasted 
email. 

A NEGOTIATION WITH DEATH
Annemarie Allan

I arrived in London in the early summer of 1976. My 
finances were wobbly and I needed a job. It didn’t take 
long to discover there wasn’t much out there for someone 
with a four-year-old degree and nothing else in between, 
so I enrolled on a back-to-work course in shorthand and 
typing.

We were all women, the usual London mix of long term 
residents and recent arrivals: some of us were looking 
for a way into what was still a male-dominated business 
world, others with grown-up children were hoping to 
restart a career they had left behind when they married. 
On the whole, we were a pretty ordinary bunch. Except 
for Anne.

She sat with us in the canteen, quieter than most, 
watchful, but still willing to join in. But Anne didn’t fit. 
Not because she was in her late thirties and unmarried, 
with no apparent work history behind her, although that 
was peculiar enough. It was more than that.

Her clothes were the sort of thing women my mother’s age 
might choose. Dresses and skirts, usually in floral patterns, 
never trousers. She was tall, heavily built, and there was 
something odd about the way she walked, as though it 
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was learned, not natural. Her smallest gesture; the way she 
picked up a cup, or brushed her hair off her face, everything 
had an air of studied concentration about it.

Anne often came to sit beside me. She gave me her 
phone number, suggesting we could maybe meet up some 
time, but I never took her up on the offer. I was too wary 
of her ‘not-quite-rightness’. The various bits and pieces of 
Anne all added up to a person it wasn’t quite comfortable 
to be around. I had already learned that a good many 
people had reasons to prefer the anonymity of London to 
the close scrutiny of small town life.

“It was a bomb.” She told me one day, in her deep-
throated Belfast accent. “I was out on the street and a 
bomb went off in a shop doorway. There was nerve 
damage. I had to learn to walk and talk all over again.” 
She lit a cigarette in that awkward way of hers and studied 
me through the smoke. “It affected my hormones, too.”

That explained a lot. Belfast at that time was a city of 
conflict and fear. But it didn’t explain the old-fashioned 
clothes and the lack of a past. When I passed on what 
she had told me to the others they responded with 
amusement, derision or outright disbelief.

On the last day of the course, she sat down opposite 
me in the canteen. “Are you the same as the rest? Do you 
think I look ridiculous?”

Only then did I realise that she knew how we talked 
about her and my face grew hot with embarrassment.

“I didn’t lie about the bomb,” she said. “That moment, 
when I was lying on the pavement, I thought I was going 
to die and I knew there was one part of me that had 
never had a chance to live at all. I promised myself that if I 
survived, then that was the life I would live.” She shrugged, 
smiled, and spread those spade-like hands. “And so here I 
am. Anne, not Anthony.”

I never saw her after that day, but from time to time I 
think of Anne, who was once Anthony. I wonder whether 
she regretted the bargain she made with fate. Was Anne 
still out there somewhere? Or did Anthony eventually 
return to Belfast to take up the threads of his interrupted 
life, leaving Anne behind forever?

‘BOOTIFULL’
A true story by Jean Stirling

The phone call lacked Pat’s usual pleasantries and 
instead she launched straight into ‘how did I fancy going 
to a car boot sale?’ I silently groaned. Pat was always 
dragging me along to things she fancied and what she 
really meant was would I chum her. At first, I thought she 
meant as a shopper but as she listed all the things we 
could offload I realised she intended to be a seller.  

Despite my protestations that I had nothing to sell she 
urged me to think again . . . people buy any old rubbish at 

these events she assured me, records, books, ornaments 
. . . even clothes.

As she talked, I considered my possessions – things I 
cherished and kept for a reason.   They were special to me 
– I didn’t consider them ‘rubbish’ and couldn’t abandon 
them easily.  But Pat continued her description of things 
she would sell – most of these being impulse buys she 
never used.   Would I bring a table . . . oh and by the way 
. . . could we just use my car since it had a nice big boot 
and could hold a lot.

   Now my car – a Nissan hatchback – had been my pride 
and joy for fifteen years.   My first new car and a real head 
turner . . . chrome everywhere, bright red bodywork, alloy 
wheels . . . for its age and apart from a few rust spots – 
still bonny.   But repairs were expensive and parts scarce 
now so with great sadness I had agreed a trade in price 
against its replacement. The exchange was to take place 
with the garage the day after the boot sale. I explained 
this to Pat – trying lamely to wriggle out of the day but her 
enthusiasm was infectious. She was convinced a fortune 
would be made and sold now by her propaganda – but 
feeling I’d been hustled – I agreed.

Loading the hatchback was easy.   I only had a few things 
– a couple of old crystal decanters inherited from some 
elderly relative, an oil painting of Iona Abbey I’d done 
years ago, some camera equipment and some assorted 
books and boxed games. The only decent sized table I 
could find was Dad’s wallpaper pasting table I secretly 
‘borrowed’ from his shed. Pat more than made up for 
my shortfall and produced box after box of things she 
intended selling, convinced that there was a buyer out 
there for everything.

The market was huge. Row upon row of vehicles.  
Cars, vans, trailers, caravanettes – all beginning to form 
a gigantic retail village. Stalls being set up – some very 
professional – having tents, others with tables, the goods 
for sale remarkably like ours.

On our left – an elderly lady was unloading assorted 
clothing from her equally elderly car. She didn’t have 
a table and instead was assembling clothes rails with 
remarkable dexterity. With her was a mangy looking 
old dog who scratched constantly and lay on top of the 
clothes as she unloaded them.   I wondered whether she 
provided a health warning with her products . . . perhaps 
a notice ‘Buy one – get one flea!’

 To our right – a man resplendent in red tartan . . . trews, 
waistcoat, bunnet, and with a leather money pouch which 
declared he was an experienced marketeer, introduced 
himself as ‘wee Jimmy’. He watched with great interest 
as we battled with the trestle table which refused to co-
operate, and our attempts to place our goods on display. 

   ‘Yeese shouldnae dae that hen,’ he volunteered.  We 
wondered what law we’d broken, and he continued . . . 
’Ye dinnae pit prices on the stuff – ye wait ‘til the punters 
come ower – they’ll ask you how much – you tell them a 
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couple of bob higher than ye want – they’ll haggle – ye 
come doon tae yerr actual price – boom! – sold! They think 
they’ve won – you got your money – win win situation . . 
. Everybody’s happy!’  This obviously appealed to Pat who 
enjoyed haggling and she proceeded to remove all her 
price tags.   I preferred to keep things clinical – the price 
was the price – end of story.

Wee Jimmy was clearly proud of his marketing savvy 
and seeing he had two virgin car booters – felt he should 
be our mentor.

   ‘Av bin cumin here furr years . . . so’s thon auld 
wumman next tae yae.  She never sells thae claes, trots 
the same stuff out aw the time.   She just comes tae enjoy 
the banter.’   This puzzled me as the woman hadn’t uttered 
a word apart from scolding her dog.

 Wee Jimmy continued . . . ’by the way . . . mind oot 
ferr the other traders . . . they’re real fly guys . . . they’ll 
mooch around yerr stall afore were officially open.   
They’re always trying to pick up any good stuff ahead of 
the punters.   Ye canny sell onythin  ‘til the bell goes and if 
the marshals catch ye they’ll shut ye doon.  By the way . . 
. can ye pit thae decanters aside ferr me?’   

The humour of this double standard struck me and 
while pleased that I might have unofficially made my first 
sale I wondered if I had under-priced the crystal.

The day dragged on . . . not entirely enjoyable . . . the 
noise, the weather which alternated between drizzle 
then sunshine, the smell of onions and re-heated grease 
wafting from various hot dog stands . . . wee Jimmy 
constantly asking how we were doing . . . and the ‘dog 
lady’ now regularly scratching – blaming the damned 
midges . . . the only time I heard her speak.  

Remarkably though – things on my side of the table 
were slowly selling, while Pat still had most of her ‘stock’.   
She was spending too much time haggling and was losing 
other customers. She decided my pricing policy made 
sense and stuck her prices back on again.

People passed up and down – some idly interested – 
others just ignoring what we had but I noticed one man 
stopping at our table several times during the day. I 
wondered what might be catching his eye . . . maybe the 
old camera, or the boxes of games . . . or perhaps one of 
the books.  I decided to re-arrange stuff to perhaps make 
the few things left on the table more attractive.  However 
– the drizzle thru the day had re-awakened years of paste 
and everything made of paper or cardboard was now 
stuck to the table with an adhesion of greater efficiency 
than ever afforded to wallpaper.

Deciding to cut our losses and just about to pack up – 
my mystery man re-appeared – this time with his wife 
in tow. They clearly were interested in something and I 
hoped it wasn’t any of the games or books which were 
now welded like some crazy collage to the table.

The man was quite animated – arms outstretched – as 
though measuring something – the woman nodding in 

agreement, then he approached me.
‘How much for your car?’ . . . At first, I thought I’d misheard 

him. ‘Sorry?’ I asked.  ‘How much do you want for your 
car?’ he asked again.   Surely this chap misunderstood the 
concept of car boot sales?  By this time wee Jimmy, Pat 
and the dog lady had stopped what they were doing to 
watch, fascinated by this exchange.  The man explained 
he owned a shop and needed a second car for his wife 
to go to the cash n’ carry.   My car was exactly what they 
were after.  I tried to explain that I’d already sold it and 
was handing it in to the garage the next day.   The man 
didn’t see this as a problem and offered me £150 over 
the agreed trade in price!  Wee Jimmy by this time could 
scarcely contain himself, almost as red in the face with 
excitement as his tartan ensemble.   ‘Aw hen . . .that’s a 
bargain . . . yerr daft no tae take that . . . its more than 
ye’ll take in a week here.’ The ethics of my welshing on the 
deal with the garage were lost on him.  For Wee Jimmy – 
the adage ‘no sentiment in business’ clearly applied.   Pat 
and even the dog lady were agreeing.  I looked at my car 
– my pride and joy for 15 years and thought of the young 
garage mechanic so eager to take ownership. I pictured 
it being used – possibly abused as a workhorse by the 
shopkeeper and decided – no deal.   

The man and his wife left, disappointed at not achieving 
their objective.  Pat and I packed up . . . Wee Jimmy 
‘doing us a favour’ by taking goods ‘off our hands’ to save 
us taking them home again, and the dog lady actually 
spoke to us – saying she would see us at the next market.    
Pat nodded, and I made a mental note to be otherwise 
engaged that day.

Thinking back – I know I made the right decision – I had 
already agreed terms with the garage and while accepting 
that my business acumen might be sadly lacking – my 
conscience was clear, and I hadn’t welched on a deal.

I pictured the young mechanic lavishing the same care 
and attention on the Datsun as I had over the years and 
appreciating it as the classic car it now was. 

Did I enjoy the car boot sale . . .? NO!  . . . Did I make any 
money . . . NO! . . . by the time I bought a replacement 
paste table for dad, paid Mum for the 2 crystal decanters 
and bought medication for the flea bites donated by the 
dog lady not much was left.  Pat was mildly successful – 
Wee Jimmy having taken all her stuff, much to the relief of 
her husband who now had space in his hut.

Did I enjoy the experience? . . . well . . . with hindsight 
. . . not many people can go to a car boot sale and nearly 
sell their car!!!
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RUDOLPH AND THE NORTHERN LIGHTS
Robert Blyth     

Rudolph the red-nosed reindeer
Had a very shiny nose.
And if you ever saw it,
You would even say it glows.

At least that’s how the old song goes.

But if you hear folks sing that song,
Then tell them all, “That song is wrong.”

When I say, “Wrong,” by that I mean,
They should sing Rudolph’s nose is GREEN.

Yes! That’s right. Bright green, not red
And also, have you scratched your head,

And wondered how he got that nose,
And why it shines and why it glows?

Well, if you have then just relax.
You want the truth? Then here’s the facts.

The North wind blew an icy blast
And snow was falling thick and fast.

‘Twas Christmas Eve on Fat Bird Farm
And turkeys snoozed inside the barn.

This cosy scene appeared to be
A picture of tranquillity.

But then a frightening thing occurred:
A ghastly wailing noise was heard,

This made the turkeys shake with fear;
They said, “There’s something wrong in here.”
And they were absolutely right.
Appearing in a flash of light,

Right there before their very eyes,
A ghostly bird materialised!

The phantom flapped and wailed and cried –
This made the turkeys terrified –

Until it stopped and said at last:
“I AM THE GHOST OF CHRISTMAS PAST.

I’ve returned to give this warning:
You’ll be STUFFED tomorrow morning!”

(News like this from one demented,
Does not make a flock contented.)

“What can we do?” The turkeys’ cried.
“Eat Santa Claus!” The ghost replied.

Now that may seem ridicholas
To try to eat Saint Nicholas –

But as the phantom pointed out
If Santa Claus was not about –

No presents would be left behind,
No toys and games for kids to find,

Then children would not celebrate,
And turkeys have no dinner date!

And so the turkeys drew on straws
To see who’d gobble Santa Claus.

The fattest turkey in the flock
Was pleased to draw the shortest stalk.

“What’s your name?” The phantom cried.
“Wishbone,” The mortal bird replied.

“I’ve had a think and hatched a plot!
I’ll stand beneath the chimney pot –

That silly unsuspecting dope 
Is sure to jump straight down my throat.”

“I like your plan,” The phantom said.
“Christmas! Boo! BOP IT ON THE HEAD!” –
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Then floated upwards, like a kite,
And vanished in a flash of light.

Wishbone found wellies and a hat,
Then grabbed a scarf and made a start.

The snow was deep, the trek was long...
Halfway she lost a wellington!

This loss came as quite a blow:
The temperature was ten below.

But Wishbone’s feet were strong and stout
(And turkeys never chicken out.)

She said, “I’d rather risk a bunion
Than be stuffed with sage and onion.”

So, undeterred, her big toe swelling,
She broke into the farmer’s dwelling.

And very soon was on the make,
Consuming mince pies, milk and cake,

The Christmas stockings and the tree,
The Yule log too. What gluttony!” –

A bird like that eat all it sees,
(Except perhaps for cranberries.)

And then she heard some sleighbells ring -
A sort of tring-a-ling-a-ding.

At once she jumped into the grate,
Where all she had to do was wait…

Now Santa didn’t stop to peep.
He didn’t look before his leap –

One second he was in a blizzard;
The next inside a turkey’s gizzard.

“I think I’ll rest now.” Wishbone said.
(She always did this when she’d fed.)

A little later in the grate
Came Rudolph to investigate.

He scanned the room, he looked around.
Surprise, surprise! – For he soon found

A snoring bird with one green welly
And the most enormous belly.

The reindeer said, “Hey, listen, Mac.
You seen an old guy with a sack?”

The bird belched back; “Who, that old clown?
I ate him up when he came down.

To tell the truth, you’re much too late
To get me to regurgitate,

But if you wish to see your friend
He’ll soon come out my other end.”

Rudolph was on her like a dart:
He quickly prised her bill apart,

And hollered down the turkey’s beak,
“If you can hear me, Santa, speak!”

But wishbone’s beak snapped tightly closed –
And that’s how Rudolph lost his nose.

The big bird chewed it into bits,
Then spat it out in little spits.

Then Wishbone hungry, leapt up – zoom! –
And chased poor Rudolph round the room,

And quickly, in no time at all.
She had him pressed against the wall.

That turkey wanted venison
(And didn’t half look menison.)

But something happened (do please note:)
A bulge appeared in Wishbone’s throat.
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This bulge expanded by degrees.
She tried to shout, “Get back down please!”

But from her beak two hands appeared,
And then a face and bushy beard –

No wonder Wishbone couldn’t shout:
SANTA CLAUS WAS CRAWLING OUT!

When clear he bellowed, (with a frown;)
“You cannot keep a good man down!”

(I know that sounds incredible –
But Santa’s just not edible.)

“That fat bird ate me,” Santa said,
But now I’ll eat her up instead.”

And he sure did, in one big bite!
Thus, Wishbone lost her appetite…

Then Santa started to replace
The things with which she’d stuffed her face,

Finally placing ‘neath the tree -
Some presents for the family.

Then Rudolph blubbered, “Santa look,
Just see what that big turkey took.”

Santa replied, “My goodness me!
There’s nothing where your nose should be!”

And from his sack whipped out a gun,
A sort of super space-age one.

This futuristic thing looked mean.
The top of it was round and green.

This bulb emitted rays of light.
A switch could make them green or white,

Or orange lemon and turquoise.
(It even made a bleeping noise.)

Rudolph whimpered: “Not that Master,
Not the top of a LASER BLASTER!”

But Santa thought that it would do
And stuck it on with super glue.

Well, when the waiting reindeer saw,
His nose, they started to guffaw.

They hooted, sniggered, shrieked and laughed –
They’d never seen one quite so daft:

Then one smart aleck reindeer said,
“He’s got no chance of getting wed!

No self-respecting doe will kiss
Such a refulgent proboscis.”

(Reindeer kiss like Eskimoses –
Not with lips but with their noses.)

All this made Rudolph very sad,
So he put on a bag he had:

This hid his conk from nosey eyes –
It made an excellent disguise.

It covered his embarrassment
And so he got no harassment.

For years no other deer found out
That Rudolph had a flashy snout,

Until one foggy Christmas Eve,
When Santa cried, “I do believe,

This fog is clearly very thick -
Go! get me Rudolph, double quick!”

However, there was one small snag:
Rudolph would not remove the bag.

But Santa grabbed him from behind,
And shouted, “I’ve made up my mind
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To take that bag off and expose
Your bright green plastic beaming nose.”

Dear Rudolph though, was soon to learn
That there was no need for concern.

When Santa bared it to the night
Young doe deer ogled with delight:

They’d never seen a nose so active,
Gasping, “Isn’t it attractive!”

And when it lit the foggy sky,
They all cried Rudolph! He’s our guy!”

It really was a marvellous sight
To see his nose beam through the night;

And Santa, who could see with ease,
Got on with his deliveries.

Next morning all the North pole deer
Assembled to applaud and cheer,

And when the sleigh came into land,
Some deer exclaimed, “His nose is grand!”

While others cried, “It’s just the ticket.
He doesn’t even have to pick it!”

And blushing doe deer threw him posies
(In the hope of rubbing noses.)

Rudolph was a celebrity –
In fact he had made history:

He was the first by any means
To guide a sleigh by laser beams!

That morning he was heard to say,
“I think I’ll throw my bag away.”

So there you have it. Now you know.
But one more thing before you go:

You know those awesome Northern lights
That sweep the polar sky’s dark nights?

Well, scientists have got it wrong.
They’re not some weird phenomenon:

It’s simply Rudolph in the snow:
He’s putting on a laser show.

              THE END

  


